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Initiation of the Balloon People 

1. 
After only two days in my studio the balloon people ore unhappy. Thel 

hove stained the pure and clean greyness of the outdoors with the 
unhappiness. They threaten to commit suicide on the rose bushes behind th~ 
chimney. This dilemma leads me to wonder: why is it that the thorns stay 0°

0 

winter. instead of going away like the leaves and the flowers? In winter toe 
thorns protect nothing from nothing. They exist only to lend greater mortolitY

1
' 

the already fragile lives of the balloon people. And the balloon people 01
~ 

quick to embrace their mortality and use it against me. They threaten me wit• 
my own thorns. 

2. ·~ 
I created the balloon people myself . in o matter of days. in the folloW1 ~ 

manner. I molded their faces in rubber and plastic on Monday. necks. should81
' 

and torsos on T uesdoy. and finally legs. arms. fingers and toes on Wednesdo~ 
Their joints ore mode out of cloth . since helium doesn't bend well. I went out or: 
bought clothes for the balloon people on Thursday. All this time they spent 

1

1 

my studio. hidden in cabinets . since balloon people fold easily. I wouldn't wor 
my family to come to know too much about the balloon people; they or~ 
prejudiced even towards those who ore faintly different from themselves. 50

1 
doubt they would ever even speak to the balloon people. There is o greO 
breach between plastic and flesh. A breach of flexibility . Of capacity for h60 , 

ing. Of durability. My family flatters itself. thinking on the whole that inflate• 
flesh is more durable than inflated plastic . 

In this I hove tended to agree with them. . h 
After I hod bought the clothes for the balloon people. I filled them w\ 

helium and let them float just above the floor. They looked very interesting th~: 
way . and I found that by squishing and twisting their various ports I could mo 
them even further into interesting contortions. They told me later that the; 
were deeply offended by some of the positions I bent them into. They weJ 
even more offended when I let their helium rush out so that they flew oroLI 
the studio. thumping into each other and the walls and the ceiling until theyl0; 

like damp clumps of seaweed on the floor. But I don' t believe they really W~~ 
offended After all. they were only balloons. and were new to the world of h d 
At the time they couldn't possibly hove expected any more than to be fill\ 
with helium and ultimately emptied of helium. and in fact. they could even h0;

1 
expected worse: to be tied to bits of string. for example. or to be released to ~ 
off into the interminable sky. I frankly believe that the balloon people W

61
~ 

grateful. perhaps even considered me o god of some sort (if balloons ,o 
imagine gods) . " 

I dressed the balloon people. and their clothes weighed them doVt 
enough that they did not float off when I wonted them to stand still . 

They were. and still ore. the best dressed balloon people that I hove e'le 
seen. 

-4 
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3. 

att -~ concei~ed of the balloon people in a d,eom. It is to my dream that I 
" ute their capacity fo, living. 

the e:his i.s the dream to which the balloon people owe their privilege. unique in 
to penence of balloons. I hod the d,eom exactly one week before I began 

create them. 

ali I~ ~he dream I got out of bed and realized at once that the house was 
br ve. hin_gs we,e moving, not the usual things. like wate, running down a drain 
Th O curtain shuddering in a draft. but other things. Chairs fo, exomple. Tables. 
h e coffee pot. And othe, things that don't belong to me. don' t belong in my 
ouse My 'f b h to k WI e was having a hard time getting breokfost ready ecause t e 

0 
ast ept flying out of the toaster and over he, shoulder into the dining room. 
ne of the · f h I Id y pieces o toast flew at me and I caught it between my teet . to 

t:u to keep the place neate,. I said to my wife . now look what's happened! I 
th um~ed off to the bathroom. but when I opened the door, instead of finding 
br:tnk ~nd the toilet. I found a strange room that looked like a barn. with a 

P
l en window. Someone was living in it. although it didn't seem a ve,y good 
ace to live. 

b' th The pe_,son living in the ,oom was me. I was living in exile. I had just given 
" to on illegitimate balloon. 

4. 
• 1~ my life I have suffered man•• pains. But nothing has been worse than the 

re1ect10 f h ;:i n ° t e balloon people. 
than In my naive~e. I had always thought that objects must be more sy'.1'path~tic 

1 
persons. Th,s 1s the sort of assumption that one makes ofter growing up 1n a 

~l~~e where ch~i,s_ have claws. I have always felt very st,~ngly that obje~ts w~re 

1 
h · My assoc1at1on with the balloon people hos convinced me of this point. 

~ht o~gh it certainly has awakened me to the stupidity of my other assumption. 
at ts, that these living obi'ects were sympathetic towards the people who 

cared ab t h · h d . ou t em. I have always believed. for example. that the 119 t on my 
tsk liked me just because I bothered to turn it off and on. No. It is even 

5 ronge, than that. I believed that the light on my desk lovj:?d me. For no other 
reason th h I on t at turned if off and on . 

s. 
I I can tell from my dream that the balloon people were alive inside of me 
ho~~ before I bothered to take the time to create them. Maybe I breathed 
h: ium as a child. The balloon people lived in the upward aspirations of my 

pes, grew from hours of staring into the upper branches of trees. They are the 
embodiment of all of that storing . through which my eyes became inclined to tilt 
upward against m11 wishes. The balloon people. Who con resist them? They 
com · ;:i th e in many colors. all the colors that have ever been attached to o string: 
they are red, and blue. and yellow, and orange. and white, and green. Some of 

em are black. Some of them ore as clear as water and can't be seen. 
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Some of the balloon people glow in the dork. 
They hove their own tastes. Their arts. The art of the balloon people must 

be native to their material. since I certainly didn't intentionally mold into thelll~ 
flair foe the aesthetically pleasing. That is the port of the balloon people thot Is 
o secret. the port that is foe from me. The secret culture of the ,elation of ploS1'' 

to plastic. ·t 
The balloon people whisper behind my bock. and I know that they ore0 

just leaking. They hove their own lon9uo9e. o language which they hov• 
refused to teach me. although I hove provided them with my language. Th•Y 
owe their lives to my language. Ungrateful balloon people. 

6 . 
When I decided to bring the balloon people to life. it was my theory ~ho~ 

they should remain forever uncontaminated by the petty diseases of doil~ hf'j 
decided that they would live in isolation. in monasticism. if you will, as ,s 00 ~ 
right for the founders of o new race. How else could they preserve th•'; 
uniqueness as o species? I was certain that the balloon people would resp~ 
my wishes in this matter: in fact. it didn't seem to me that they hod o choice, 
things mode of inanimate materials hove free choice when they ore brought to 
life? Do they. for example . toke on the rights of other creatures. that ho~' 
been animate from their beginnings? Or ore they still subject to the right~ oo

1
Y 

of objects? Could I. for example. deflate the balloon people at any time. s1m~J 
because. as their creator. it pleases me to do so? This is o subject that I co 
consider for many more days. Unfortunately I om new at such considerotioOS· 
having only created the balloon people o short time 090. I om at heart 0~ 

artisan but not o philosopher: nothing else I hove created hos come to life.: 
yet. As I sit here at my desk I tremble to think that anything I hove created _in~ ; 
post might suddenly become as olive as the balloon people ore. If my dnnk•0

1 
mug were suddenly to blink at me. would that mean that I couldn't drink hO 
liquids from it anymore? 

7. ~ 
The balloon people were to be o secret. Therefore. when they come to h 1 

I would not allow them to travel beyond the studio, although I told them th
0
, 

they could do anything they wonted there - they could even make m0d, 
balloon people, if they wonted. I supposed they would do it the way that I hO 

0 
since I hod not quite perfected their biological processes. But they showed 11 t 
interest in creating more of their kind. The balloon people were with0

~ 

initiative. Their only accomplishment was to throw the clothes I hod put on th'·d 
to the floor so that they could float freely and hover near the ceiling : they s0'

111 
that the ceiling mode them feel secure. because it prevented them fro 
floating any farther. 1 

I was o bit disappointed in them. I thought that they would hove sp•;, 
their first night of life doing something more significant than hovering_ b~ t i~ 
ceiling of my studio. They sensed my shame in them and expressed cunosit~ 
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se · e;n9 the world outside the studio. In this I tried to discourage them. ~i ~inin9 the perils that infinity proposes for balloons. but finally I agreed to 
s~ ;. em 90 outside. No one could see them: there was nothing around my 

u 1~ but a yellow field, just beginning to dribble with spring. 
es .he balloon people seemed suitably impressed with the great outdoors. 

pecially the rose bushes. 
They wore their heavy coats. with wool linings. and bounced and fluttered 

over the frozen ground. 

st d' Later they told me that it was during this first visit to the field outside my 
w~· ~o that they formulated the rules of their religion: a worship of the clouds. 

1~. could hang in the sky so well without being sucked upwards into 
not _1n9ness. But they didn't tell me that they would ever want to 90 outside 
a9a1n. 

8. 
I began to notice in the discontent of the balloon people a surprising 

~easure of autonomy. They seemed to have their own ideas about life -
:hrange for a race that has no ancestry to measure the present by. At first I 

0 
~ught that I would act as a mentor to them. but soon I saw that my mentorship 

thn Y made their plastic wither. only made their surprising wish to die on the 

I
. ~rns of my rosebushes all the stronger so I stopped trying to influence them. I 
1m1ted If · . . th myse to observation: they became a strange tnbe . the subject of an 
~;ul~opological study. But when I watched them. they watched .me back. and I 
d n~t stand to be looked at by their eyeless eyes which were mere 
. epressions in the colored plastic. I though to myself that I had made a mistake 
1n creati th · 

1 
n~ eir eyes, but there was nothing I could do about that. 

sittin ~ec.ided ~o relinquish my studio to the balloon people. and rather than 
them g in~id~ with them. I perched outside with my binoculars. and watched 

. · I didn t really see much of what they did: they stayed away from the 
~l~dows. Every now and then they would come outside. and stand in a circle 
bo;:~cred shape of their religion) and gaze upwards at the clouds. They only 
cloud ed to do that on sunny days. In the rain, when the world was all ~ode of 

f 
. and yellow grass. I was alone outside with my eyes pressed against the 

01ntly Id I co g ass of the binoculars. 

9. 

~n observation of interest from my anthropological notebook: 
m . Today as I lay in the gross. as always. watching with my binoculars. I saw a 
suon in black come and knock at the door of my studio - seemingly o priest! I was 

rpnsed. 
sho ~'The ball~on people come outside. glowing in their reds and greens. and 
us 0

1 
hands with the priest in the yellow field. They were more polite than 

to uo d for bollo~n people, and the priest splashed them with holy water. He 
sppe k communion wafers to their foreheads, since they have no mouths to 

ea of ( although they manage to talk quite well, anyway) . 

-7-



"Loter the!:! went into the studio with the priest one at a time, and I g01 

the impression that the!:! were confessing their sins. However. I hove doubts ~n 
this point: for I om not sure whether or not balloon people ore capable of sin, 1~ 

the strictl!:j human sense. Mo!:jbe plastic hos access to sin that flesh hosn I 
imagined !:jet." 

10. 
Since that do!:j the balloon people hove become less interesting to .rnej 

The!:j ceased to stand outside and gaze at the clouds. for one thing. wh1chd 
can't help but toke as a tremendous loss of character. Nowodo!:js they h01 

down jobs better than I hove ever done. I see them sometimes, walking 1~ 
church on Sundo!:j mornings. They wear makeup to hide their bright colors. on 
hordl!:j give me a look. In m!:I onimosit!:j I know that I feel as other people must 
feel when the!:! realize that, in spite of their intentions. the!:j hove raised ver~ 
conventional children. 

Lori Boker 
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II 

Mirage 

I am a camel abandoned in the desert. 
able to survive by chewing my cud: 
the quid of sustenance drown 
from my hump. my life. 

In search of water. 
I comb the aridity 
fending off the mocking pricks 
from fleshy cactus hoards. 

As the temperature peaks. 
the breath of hell blows 
scorching sand into a frenzy. 
sending Satan to brand my flank. 

You ore the reservoir at the horizon. 
And I, the humbled dromedary. 
disfigured and withering. plod forward 
to drink from your strength. 

Carole E. Keogh 
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Varied Treasures (for Kelly) 

When we were small. our imaginations swelled our heads. 
We 'd walk the beaches, scout for pirates. 
Bury each other in the sand. build towering castles. 
Dig to China to find buried treasures. 

Our stares once fastened to the horizon, 
We 'd heard of the gold in the depths of the seas, 
Lost centuries before in Spanish galleon times. 
Which will always mystify the children of the future. 

Now we are older: August stings our bodies. 
We walk along the beach. silently recalling the past: 
We've seen loved ones buried , live in modest homes, 
Hove yet to soil across the Atlantic. 

Fortunes still sleep in the hulls of old ships 
Hundreds of years ofter the Spanish lost the empire. 
Now savor today. we must. At our feet a wave rips 
And we look to the sea for answers. 

It is early. and we walk back once more, clenching fists. 
Because our voyages will soon steer us in different directions. 
The ocean waves splash frosty mists into the air 
As we return to childhood in the water's reflections. 

We remember again the Spanish fleet drowned with sunken treasurers. 
You glance down at your feet where the water slaps the shore 
And unburies o starfish . 
You cherish this beauty delivered from the ocean floor. 

And because we are friends. place it in my hand, you must. 
This, nature's commodity. cannot be sold. 
Nor this gift of friendship. token of trust. 
The Spanish never dreamed of dying for this. 
Worth more than all the gold. 

-10 -
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Keeping Your Benches Worm 
(For Popo Walker) 

In the doys before you reluctantly reclined 
in retirement. 
when Grommo could still brog wholeheartedly 
to snippy salesclerks 
about your twenty yeor employment 
ond drop your nome 
to moke them turn sickeningly civil. 
we would shop our woy with her ond Momo 
to the third floor of Jordon Morsh. 
where you stood among the Lozy-Boys. 
selling furniture. 
Flying upwards in the elevator. 
my stomach slid downwards with thrills 
of knowing thot maybe, 
if things went right, 
I could creep up behing the un-jumped-on sofas 
ond startle you 
the woy you would 
( with Dono Id Duck squawks) 
whenever we curled quietly together 
on the lumpy couch 
ond you'd surprise us from behind. 
But you olwoys picked us out first. 
at the same time, convincing a Queen-Size lady 
that what matters about mattresses 
is how they rest with you. 
My long-standing thighs. 
tempted by the mony seats. 
would plop me onto some unsold lounge 
and then, when you finally come. 
I'd smile shyly at your spiffy suit. 

-11-
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On summer Sundays 
when your backyard was as hot as the bleachers. 
Gramma would make your highballs 
and in between innings of hamburgers 
and marshmallows toasted. 
Dad would dig up the wiffle ball and bat 
from the cellar dust 
and attempt to show off 
his offspring· s talents. 
You. Papa. 
the founder of the little City· s little League. 
would watch from the plastic-weave bench 
and cheer us on. 
despite your biased ha-ha-ho's 
when Mike would drop the ball 
and I'd run home sweet home. 
The party held after your funeral 
was as pleasant as a party is 
when the host ends up defaulting. 
I sit on the lumpy couch 
watching your Red Sox without you 
and waiting for your loud squawk 
to wake me from my pipe dreams 
inspired by your tobacco. 

Dad calls time out 
to muse with me about the Jordan's delivery truck 
which unexpectedly hitched onto your parade today. 
I try to believe that you arranged it 
as you might have arranged 
your clever furniture displays 
and the doorbell rings. 
I pop up to answer it 
and a talking baseball cap is selling raffles 
for your league. 
Every customer in the house takes a chance, 
counting nothing on the winnings. 
but only on playing your game 
and the baseball cap steals away with the money. 
never suspecting that he. 
like the delivery truck. 
has played designated hitter 
for a crowd of unseated fans. 

-12-
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BLUE 

Most people would soy thot onger is red. 
But with you. anger is stony blue. 

Cold and cutting like blue diamonds. your eyes glaze over. 
Are you dreaming of jackknives and hunks of bloody flesh? 

Jagged ice statue - you are untouchable and untouching. 
My tears are not warm enough to melt the blue frost. 

Looking for blood. I am always turning up stones. 
So I collect them. 

You are so perfectly hard. 
You are a collector's item. 

Rachel Frazier 

(Untitled) 

I am no child of the country. 
Bare hills. autumn-balding. leave me cold: 
I am nervous beneath the shivering of old barns 
And the sun burnt rustle of corn fields. 

I am no child of less-cluttered spaces: 
There is no love in me for the whisper of mortal seasons. 
No compassion for winter-killed grasses. 
I am no child of green. of brown. of russet: 

My colors are the colors of flesh. of chrome: 
~y space. the tilt of a stoi,way. the angle of a face. 
yes tu,ned away to rest in shadow: 

My life. a city between the streets of sad grey rain. 

I am no child. 

I slide in sec,et into nights of b,ick and neon 
On feet as muffled and silent as the dusk 
Close as I will ever come to your tamer country wildness. 

Lori Baker 

-13 -
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Poem for an Apprentice Astronomer 
- Elegl:j for Ml:J Son 

The skl:l is darker now than I ever remember 
And moonless. 
The stars, lightless. seem to move more quickll:J 
Across the sk!:j: and their silence is reverberating: 
All I hear now is the wind bumping off 
The suns !:JOU used to sing to. 
You. ml:J son, ml:J child-man. 
Whose face was as round as the moon 
And el:JeS were as deep as craters. 
You, who created swirling galaxies 
in cocoa cups: Galaxies so large their stars 
Spilled over the edges. 
You, who consulted comic books -
Their blue skies filled with five-pointed asterisks, 
While I studied star maps. 
You, who brought the skl:J so close to me. 

You left so suddenll:J. 
I didn't notice life fading from l:JOUr el:les, 
Seeing onll:J reflections of starlight within them. 
Starlight - once golden, glorious -
Is tarnished now. since l:JOu've left me. 
I imagine !:JOU now drinking its brilliance. 
Breathing its warmth. 
I remember that starlit winter night 
You climbed atop the roof of our house 
To touch. to grab one of the stars. 
One of the rhinestones in Orion's belt. 
I remember l:JOUr small bodl:J, 
Balancing on the shingles, 
Yearning for the skl:J. 
I think l:JOu·ve reached it now, ml:J son, 
I think that light is now with !:JOU, 
M!:J apprentice astronomer. 
I hope so. I hope it is !:JOU who is 
Absorbing the brilliance from 
Ml:J darkening skl:J. 

Terrl:J Wood 
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Tapestry 

The north wind 
bends the branches 
of rhododendron 
southward. rapping 
against ice-glazed 

windows. Wood 
smoke fills wool 
sweaters with the 
sap scent of 
burning apple 

logs. The hand 
wound time of 
the chime clock 
ticks; a rocker 
creaks against 

pine floor boards. 
The slow turn of 
pages in his 
lap held book 
swish as her 

needle tugs 
floss through a 
cloth . and mouse 
claws scratch 
between the walls. 

Diane Holcomb 
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"A Witch in my Heart" 

I am the favored wife of Sikova. 
Resented by his other wives. 
La hope and her sister little Lah ope. 

It should be I who envies them 
For they are fruitful 
and have produced offspring for our master. 

And yet it is I who he seeks. 
It is I who is granted 
His smiles and attention. 

For this reason they avoid me and plow 
Their fields alone. 
While I am left in my daily solitude. 

I produce much growth in my field 
And it fills me with joy 
And eases the pain of my barren body. 

And so Sikova has gone to the city 
To earn money 
To pay for my needed doctors. 

If only he had stayed. 
If only he were here now. 
They could not accuse me of such a crime. 

For they hove called me a witch 
And blamed me for the loss 
Of Lahope ·s child. what do they know of loss? 

It is I who knows. 
Who is considered no wife 
Without child. 
No woman without husband. 
And is left to be only witch. 
Woman Alone . 

Sora Leo Collins 

16 -



Confessions 

And I'm up there alone, 
But you're never really alone -
Only in a physical sense, a solitary exhaustion. 
And the candles flicker and melt. flicker and melt. 
The golden chalices gleaming in the flames . 

And I watch them solemnly step in. 
But They don't step: They creep. . 
As if not to crush what they're attempting to hide 
In their footsteps. 

And I lead my crusade. myself. to the altar. 
And They, They come, and They kneel. . 
And They pray. and They make their confessions. 
Be99in9 forgiveness . 
To make room for the sins They have yet to commit. 

And I look out at all the drab faces. 
Pale in the candlelight. 
I wonder if They will listen. really listen. to my sermon: 
I need to confess. 

And I break the bread. 
Drink the blood. 
Wipe the chalice clean, 
Bellow out my lungs 
To the time of the exhaling pipe organs. 
For Him, for Them. 

And sometimes I wish 
I could eat lunch with the Sister. 
::Father. I cannot." she says. 

I must 90 to confession." 
But I need to confess. 
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And I sit in my comportment. 
listen to the voices on the outside 
That wont so desperately to get in -
Although it will do no good -
The robe alone does not make the man. 

And I open the block hinged door. 
Creep out. although no one is here to notice. 
And I kneel. and I pray. 
I must confess. 

Sandy Yannone 

Morbid Sonnet 

There 's o condemned hou.se on o bock street 
A cot lies dead upon the cement stair. 
Inside. o lady. with frail hands. calloused feet. 
Grows yellow curled nails and graying hair. 

In the streets . gloss crashes, sirens whip by 
There . the sinful sounds of violence bellow. 
And in the night o sick old woman cries 
Into o yellowed eyelet pillow. 

Lost somewhere in the outside alarm 
Is o final gasp and eternal sleep. 
The drunk sidewalk preacher recites o sermon 
As they dump her body seven feet deep. 

And no more are o woman's tears spilling 
Into o yellowed eyelet pillow. 

Jo- Anno Greeley 
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I Remember Shining Silk 

It was just enough to think of my older brother to feel warm. 
And shining. He used to give me so much that glistened. 
He'd send me postcards on gloss\:! paper. 
One card I remember was of a Hong Kong street. 
On a rainy night, where the hotel and nightclubs lights 
Dripped into puddles and ,an along the sidewalks. 
And silk. He sent me a Vietnamese doll 
~ressed in blue silk and wearing tiny rhinestones 
in her braided black hair. 
And a block jacket which shone like silk. 
Although I'm sure now it wasn't. 
And which hod embroidered on the back, in red and orange threads, 

A map of Vietnam. 
I remember spending hours at my bedroom mirror 
Modeling that jacket -
Moving in every possible position. 
Watching the material ripple with reflections. 
And I remember spending hours with that Hong Kong postcard -
Walking with my fingers along the shimmering street 
Knowing at the some time, for-away. 
My brother was walking along beside me. 

Terry Wood 

-19-
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To the Hudson Rive, 

We saw you the other night 
In the misty autumn chill 
After the rain had eased into a fine spray. 
You were dressed in gray -
Slate reflecting golden lights 
Muted to sterling silver. 
The rolling hills slumped around you. 
Not bothering to shake off their scarves of fog. 

We surged forward through 
Snug suburbia. 
Wormed through back yards cluttered with 
lawn chairs and picnic tables . 
We stood at the edge of a hill. 
Caught between two different worlds. 
The land plunged down to meet you: 
We paused. 
The chill air tested us: 
We relented, and 
Fled 
Back to the warmth of home and friends. 

Nancy Mulford 
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Humanity 

I look out the window at the world of white grains 
And press hard on the Plexiglas panes: 
Snow, pure . simple - sane. 

Sounds pervade the sanitary air all around me: 
There· s no one here nor there to hound me: 
Penetrated. perpetuated - perplexed. 

Alone, forlorn. hopelessly devoured by sinful cloys 
I march around in captivity like a wind-up toy: 
Erratic. sporadic - fanatic. 

Breath. life. time. it all goes so very fast: 
Why pray tell preacher are the flags at half moss? 
Mortification, cessation - damnation. 

Oh doctor what is your diagnosis at first glance? 
Is it going to be electric shock or hypnotic trance? 
Logical. dialectical - cynical. 

I'll say again and again. I'm not loony: 
If you want my autograph. I'll sign os Mickey Rooney: 
Profanity . insanity - humanity. 

Jo-Anna Greeley 
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King's Deportment Store 

They're fifteen years trying to look twenty one 
with cherry Bonnie Bells. 
stealing Cover Girl makeup 
with innocent looks 
behind pink crusted eye shadow 
spraying sample perfume 
on their anorectic bodies 
getting stoned behind the Sunoco 
with the gos pumpers. 

Then come the whorewives 
porcelain smiles 
with slits up their skirts 
and lines unmasked 
by their hot sweat 
pealing their beauty off their face. 
Just stopping in 
before they find a friend 
at the Blue Star Bar. 

Now old women hobble 
in swollen ankles 
with the stench 
of unrinsed hose 
and disintegrating flesh. 
with destitute scarves 
wrapped to hide 
their boldness 
looking for a bargain 
at the fabric counter. 

Marcia Micciche 
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Velasquez. Paint the Sky 

Velasquez painted warmth. golden 
Warmth in his Maids of Honour. He painted shadows 
And light. golden 
light: The light a star would radiate 
If I could move close enough against 
The sky to see it. 
Infante Margarita , in the center of the painting : 
Gold revolves around her, 
Floating into her antique emerald dress 
And into the pink petals at her chest. 
light flows through her hair, and it 
Radiates. light moves about her maids. 
Runs along their satin dresses. It 
Seeps into the coarse features of her 
Midget-playmates. melting them. 
light fills the front of the deep. dark 
Royal room in the painting 
And Velasquez: he too stands in the light. 
Off to Margarita's right he stands. 
Brush and palette in hand. 
Looking out . 

I want Velasquez to look out: up 
Toward a reflection of sky. 
And paint it. I want him to paint 
Silver stars against a black sky. 
But I want him to paint these firepoints. 
The thousands of them. 
Not silver: but golden 
And flaming. I want him to paint them 
liquid gold. flowing across the sky 
Bright enough to cast shadows. 
I want Velasquez to point this: 
I want to see it. 
I want to see the stars burn 
As bright as Infante Margarita glistens. 

Terry Wood 
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I'm Sorry You've Been Disconnected 

Can you hear me? 
Tonight from ABC news ... 
This is only a test ... 
Call toll free 1-800-225-1535 ... 
Music Radio 92 Pro FM ... 
The number you have dialed ... 
Dynasty will not be seen tonight 
So we may bring you a special 
Broadcast from ABC news ... 
I now pronounce you ... 
I guess you weren't listening. 
Hey. I said I love you! 
A matter of life and breath .. . 
Lonely . depressed, suicidal .. . 
Friends don't let friends 
Drive drunk ... 
Drug abuse is no joke ... 
Runaway Hotline - --
1 promise I'll answer, CALL 
Are you listening to me? 
Hello .. . 
Answer me! 
Operator. may I help you? 
That will be S2.75 please .. . 
The S128 .000.00 question is ... 
Do you hear me? 

Susan J. Salvadore 
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Poem Control 

Costing 
bundles of word tissue 
naked upon the earth 
is labor. 

Giving birth 
to pulsating passages 
con become o sterile effort. 

Dropping 
o poem 
( with One Thought as its soul) 
tokes as long as nine months. 

And ofter all expectancy. 
nothing assures longevity. 

A fish 
could moss-produce 
with slime and rhyme 
thousands of poem-ponos 
and view the vast volumes lobodessly. 
But 
she knows that most 
ore doomed to be lost 
and found again 
never to break the surface. 

Now make o choice: 
To sweat with contractions 
for one earthly brainchild 

or 
to spawn countless preemies 
which slip through the mind? 

Hiedi Peddefl 
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The Resonance of Red Flowers 

An old woman and her aphonic husband 
Carry rusty buckets of colorless 
Water to their flowers in the 
Blackness of midnight. They 
Crank their Victrola and spin 
Chopin waltzes to the sleeping 
Shadows in their gardens. 
And they rock on their porch. 
in unison, fingers touching, 
Waiting for the resonance of morning. 

The sun hums first through their 
Blue, oval windows with 
Red tulips at the centers. 
The old woman and her husband 
Polish them. quietly, 
Each morning so they may 
Capture the most light. 
And they walk. each morning, 
Around their white, shimmering house, 
Picking dying blossoms from their 
Cinnibar geraniums before they 
Begin to brown. 

Afternoons, they rock 
In unison, as the 
Old woman holds her fingers. 
Smudged with the 
Blood of the flowers, to her 
Husband's lips. He kisses them, 
Allowing their redness. their 
Vibrance to slide past his throat. 
The old woman and her aphonic husband 
Rock for hours this way, 
On their porch. 
In the sun. 

Terry Wood 
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COMING HOME 

The air is warm 
laced with smells familiar to you: 
potting soil ( because the living room 
is a jungle 
and not a living room at all) . 
books ( hundreds of books 
that your mother collects) . 
musk oils. amber lotions 
and cigarette smoke. 

There will be plenty of wood 
for the stove 
when you come home. 
You will sit like you always do. 
curled up sideways 
one foot dangling 
over the arm of the rocking chair. 
so close to the heat 
that you singe your socks. 

The hills will remember you 
when you come home 
and you will ease into the shadows 
that slide along their backs 
two hours before sunset. 
You will not have forgotten 
the language of the dry winds 
through the hay. 

The cat will remember you 
when you come home. 
She will still cry 
at your bedroom door 
in the middle of the night. 
still paw at your blankets. 
rub against your hands. 
The same broken springs 
will cradle you. 
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When you come home 
you will drive down the roads 
as you did on nights 
when you were a little bit drunk. 
not by memory. 
but by 
instinct. 

Rachel Frazier 

Saxophone 

Breath to brass. 
in timeless class. 
o saddened soul 
speaks city sass. 

Nancy Pfister 
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Hubbub 

City-breathing is not easy 
and my heart has revved up a beat 
since surrendering itself to sickness. 
Others thrive on the smog. 
the screeching underworld go-devils 
and the single delight 
of watching wooden swans 
swim slime-water in the spring. 
With the flicking of lifeless faces as I trudge. 
my soul's complexion begins to match 
the pond in the Public Garden 
and its features lose their uniqueness. 
becoming Boston common. 

I ache for nature's remedy 
and must satisfy myself with 

slopeless mountains. 
screeching. crowded caverns. 
streams of speeding land-boats. 

The only fields are left and Right. 
the only Marsh is Jordon's. 

At night on the Hill I dream 
of the Beacon which leads me homeward 
and the dome of my mind 
shines for joy like gold-leaf. 
Soon. I wake to the sirens 
which scheme to lure me further into the citytrop. 

But I am determined to resist 
and I do. 
Throwing my trappings into a backpack. 
I backtrack downtown. 
Exhaling exhaust. 
heart up- revving for the very last time . 
I board my life-bus 
and the terminal terminates. 

Heidi Peddell 
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LOVE POEM FOR A FRIEND 

If this were a letter 
( and it's not) 
you would've written it better. 
You 
are the writer. 
Words flood onto you, 
pages like rain let loose. 
I am not good with words 
like you 
but it's the only way 
I can think of 
to tell you 

You 
feel comfortable in my life. 
like a warm cup of coffee 
in the frost of October 
( one third milk 
because you know 
how I like it) 
you are filling me with heat. 
like an old sweatshirt 
wrapping around my life 
you are pulling in the sun. 

You 
are the feminist 
I would like to be 
( for the right reasons) 
You dance with the women 
like the moon 
circling round and round 
smiling open into the sun 
you are reflecting light back. 
I drink up your words 
like your coffee. 
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You 
I take everywhere I 90 now 
tucked under my arm 
a new diary of words and ideas 
a new friend 
because 
You 
would like these places 
the rugged streets 
the buildings 
leaning into each other 
the pounding tides. 

Together 
we are walking the same latitudes. 
I feel your steps 
countries away. 
In my dreams 
I understand your moves 
because I understand my own. 
I can predict you. 
In different cities 
we are walking in unison. 

Rachel Frazier 

Winter Night 

black patent night gloss 
sleet tapping against windows -

dancing crystal balls. 

Diane Holcomb 
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Two Women Meet in the Middle of Their lives 

I walked alone 
On life's straight and narrow road 
Miles passed before my eyes 
Unnoticed, yet not unseen. 
Day turned into night and night into day 

I walked 
Until half my life was behind me. 

One day I lifted my head 
And to my surprise I saw a woman 
Who walked the same road as I. 
I called to her and said, 
"Let's stop along the roadside and talk awhile." 

She was reluctant to agree. 
She had many miles to walk and wanted 
To get on with her life. 

I said to her: 
"Is it not better to stop when you have the chance? 
Half of my life has been spent walking. 
and I've not stopped. 
I want very much to have something to remember 
as I walk the last half of my life." 

The woman agreed and we sat and talked for years. 

Jackie Belleville 
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Foll Letter to my Father 

I miss you. I miss watching you 
Repot orchid roots in brown bark and 

Plant seedlings of pink. trailing verbena. 
I could never handle the plants as you could -
I miss your gentleness: 
And the scent of your tobacco every morning 
In the greenhouses. I almost want to see 
You smoke when I come home so I can 
Smell it. 
But I remember listening to you cough. 
Please don·t smoke while I'm away. 
I miss you. 

Your silence: I remember working beside you 
On rainy afternoons 
Planting marguerite cuttings or 
Watermelon seeds without conversation -
I miss the warmth between us: 
And your strength. I can see 
You unloading that truck of trees -
Alone and sweating. 
Don·t work too hard. 
I miss you. 

Our lunches together. I remember 
You eating ham sandwiches, 
Peeking over my shoulder. 
While I read novels. 
I miss having you 
Behind me. 
I can't wait to see you. 
I'll bring home my poetry: 
And we con talk. 
I miss you. 

Terry Wood 
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Nisa. Kariba, and Sara Lea 

Cool - we are so cool. 
as we dance to Rickie Lee's hep-skat. 
Nisa, Kariba, and Sara Lea. 
(They are Lisa and Karen to everyone else 
but they seem exotic to me.) 
Together again. 

Nisa and I sing "Operator" 
the Manhattan Transfer joining us. 
Hands folded. 
sending pleas to heaven. 
we are two choir girls 
well- rehearsed, 
yet giggling all the while. 
We three are now 
the Oak ridge boys 
singing "Elvira" 
to adoring fans .. 
Kariba hands us shampoo bottles. 
the better the prop. the better the show. 

Our "mikes" in hand. 
We are professionals, 
We are talented, 
We are twelve years old, 
We are in junior high. 
We have the world to explore, 
We will be friends forever. 

But no-
We are pretending. 
We are not singers. 
We are twenty-one years ancient. 
We are seniors in college. 
We have more than the world 
behind us. 
as we try valiantly. 
to forget the changes 
( that led to distances we don't necessarily 
want to see) 
just once more. 
before we say "Good-b4e." 

Sara Lea Collins 
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Final Crossing 

th !here is a row of bottles lined up on the windowsill in Jake's bedroom, on 
doe si~e of the house that faces west, towards the harbor. When the sun goes 
cas;n in ~he evening and settles itself gently into the ocean, the warming light it 
ca ~ shines through the bottle collection, transforming gradually into a 
k/si~ed r~inbow on the opposite wall. When Jake sits on the end of his bed. 
silheping his.oversized feet in their track shoes carefully on the painted floor, his 
fro ouet.te rises up exactly in the middle of the bottle-rainbow. a black figure, 
th m,?d in colored bars. A rainbow jail, he thinks. He sits this way now. looking at 
harf ight pattern for a while. and then at his bony knees. A hole in his jeans. 
buttoy up o~e thigh. sprouts a few light hairs. Jake is waiting. fiddling with the 

0ts on his watch, making the alarm beep-beep thinly every few minutes. 
clink he house, except for the low voices that come from the kitchen. and the 
isl s of glosses being put away. is absolutely silent. There are few cars on the 
st~nd.' a.nd on Sundays in this coolish weather most of the people who live here 
cle Y tside. Joke stores fixedly at his silhouette. then lifts his arms. fists 
bri n~ ed, as if to grasp the bars. When he re-focuses his eyes. he finds minute 
str~tc~ s~ecks of dust, dancing by the thousands in the bands of light that 

F· ltke a bridge between the window and the wall. 
that ~nolly it is time. Susan calls him, with the edge of impatience in her voice 

th I
s orpens her tone when she is anxious. It hos never been her style to be 

e ost · 1· 
dart· in ine, for the ferry or anything else. and she spends a lot of her time 
Jak ing, urging. herding - flying ofter people. picking up clothes. shutting doors. 
to \stands and turns to smooth out the wrinkles in the old quilt behind him. He 
ta~c es the top of each bottle gently - they are arranged like organ pipes. the 
so est ones at either edge. Each time he comes to visit. he moves them around 
sh:e, leaving his mark. Now he switches the green drug-store bottle with the 
bar~;~ blue one with the ancient eyedropper in it. He reaches down to find the 
slick e shaped dufflebag in his school colors. his lnstamotic. and a rolled-up 
ba ~r for the ferry. He is ready. and straightens wearily. like on old man. His 
ca 9 is heavy - he brought enough clothes to stay for a good long while. Just in 

se. 

be Susan and Don used to live in Jake's town; for four or five years. Don had 
fa e.~ the minister of the big old church where Jake and all the other kids in his 
homi Y hod been baptized. The couple had no children of their own. and their 
Wit~seh became a silent retreat for Joke. when his father was drinking at home 
clen ~ e ~.V. ~urned up as far as it could 90. his big hands helpless in his lap. or 
sh c ed in blind fury if anyone stepped in his way. Don was by contrast clean
at ~vhen and soft-eyed, and in the times when Jake fled home in fright. arriving 
held~. parsonage door winded and wordless. Don's arm around his shoulders 
and im to~ether. gathering in and calming the exploding shards of the rage 
fire ldesp.a1r that engulfed him. Sometimes Jake sat numbly next to the 
ex p ace like an invalid, and the two moved around him. relaxed. efficient. not 

Pecting responses from him. not wanting small talk or good manners. 
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Susan fascinated Joke from the very beginning. her graceful ligh; 
movements, her bright hair. She fussed over him on his low days. when it seem~fll 
she needed someone to core for. and when he was younger, would enfold hi 
in tight. quick hugs. telling him how wonderful he smelled. She did young· 
motherly things that put lumps in his throat. left him gawking and ope~
mouthed. As he grew older and bigger, his bones become as sharp as hers. h~ 
hands squarer. Now she was the one who smelled wonderful - fair and cleori on 
frightening. . 

When Don and Susan first moved to town. they drew immediate attentio~ 
Because they hod lived on the West Coast. and were each on their secon 
marriage. they were like strange, exotic animals to the small-town people wh~ 
become their neighbors. Don actually owned a set of acupuncture needles. 0 ~ h 
knew all about T ronscendentol Meditation. He and Susan transfixed Joke wit 
on endless supply of stories about philosophy in California. Eastern religions, 
Mexican food. Don flew a plane, too. and when Joke turned twelve. his mothe; 
finally decided he was old enough to go. and Don took him up. Terrified on 
thrilled. Joke sot riveted to the seat - thousands of feet above the town. Don 
rolled the little Cessna tenderly over on its bock. and there they hung. upside· 
down. beyond all reason or answer, the brown earth over their heads. ond the 
blue at their feet. the grounding forces of gravity utterly gone. 

And so it was that Joke with these dearest of friends hod lost in a sense, 
his uprightness. his sense of being his parents' child. He studied the youn~ 
couple with great core. and learned in his singleminded fashion how to be thHir 
son - what talents to develop. which of his many bod habits to squelch first. ~ 
read up on aviation and home gardening. pretended to love dogs ( they h.0 

two - both obnoxious). stopped chewing his fingernails to the quick and fliPP'.n9 
his foot up and down nervously when his legs were crossed. He started us'.n9 
deodorant early and tried desperately not to look" cool" at thirteen. weo~in9 
plain light colors and baseball hots. He worked full time at not forci'ng his voic.e, 
which was growing quite suddenly deeper and more unpredictable. giving hi; 
away immediately whenever he was the least bit edgy. He didn't fidge; 
washed his face several times a day. and tried to eat as little as possible, bU 
adolescence was moving in, not influenced in the slightest by what Joke 
thought of as his formidable will power. preferring instead to cause lumps, 
bumps. stomach pains. and hot flashes. f 

When Don and Susan were pocking up all their furniture. their crates 
0

1 
clothes and dishes. their ten- speed bikes and their motorcycle in the U-H~U' 
ready to leave for good, they kept assuring him - as he hauled in his teemin~ 
grief, becoming silent. refusing to look at their faces - that he could come on 
stay with them anytime, anytime at all. For as long as he wonted. n 

Joke rode his paper route every day during the school week - it hod bee d 
a sloshing wet spring - and he hod saved his money religiously i~ a Gr~~e 
Masters cigar box. This is his second trip out to the island since Chnst~os, he 
averaged one every couple of months. depending on expenses. Each time be 
mode the trip. he returned penniless and despondent. entirely unable to 
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polite or even civil for days. 

Jake is ready to leave, once again. Susan stands in the doorway to his 
r?orn. her fine short hair caught in the golden light from the sunset. "Jacob. 
c rnonl y · 
s h · ou re so slow! The boat leaves in twenty minutes. remember - you have 
c 001 tomorrow, don't you?" 

fa s.~e takes his dufflebag from him and staggers. laughing brightly in his 
s ce. God. this is heavy! You'd think you were staying here for good or 
ornething!" 

sh Jake swallows. feeling the sweat prickle in his armpits. and forces out a 
v ~rt ~ound of contempt and amusement. "Yeah". he soys mildly. keeping his 

1 oice light. "Mom says I'm just like a little kid - hove to have all my stuff with me. 
gue.~s ! just kind of like to be ready for anything." 

ev It 5 been so nice having you with us. honey". she tnps on " We miss 
w er~body so much. · specially in the winter ..... She reaches for him without 

S 
orn,ng and winds her arm around his neck. Joke hos. in the past year. gained 
everal · h · 

h . inc es and many pounds. and now. to his surprise and everyone else s. 
f e is nearly the size of on adult. Susan pulls him to her and kisses the side of his 

0~c~~ and l.ets g~ just as suddenly. striding briskly through t~e doorway ~head 
st· . · He is left 1n the wash of her sweetness and warmth. his face hot. his eyes 

ing1ng. 

Heh Don is already in the car. and the dogs jostle and huff around Jake· s feet. 
out as to wade through them just to make his way to the front door that opens 
srn 

1
tto the yard. He is always impressed by the order and perfection of this 

r I~ house. its shining woodwork. the antique bookcases full of hand-chosen 
e ICS · 

orti 
1 
• curios of all types. The contents of the house ore all Susan. and each 

it c e rests comfortably in its own special place. set with her decisiveness where 
Would f f . . th · orever a ter. be. Don had worked steadily on the house for years - in 

bu~ld~ummers .and on weekends. before they ever moved in. showing in its 

A . ing the finesse and precision he displa11ed in all of the activit ies he loved. 
s 1n th · 1· ., 

in th e~r ives. ~on mode the frame. solid and sound and fine. and Susan filled 
~ rn1ddl~. with grace and with beautiful things. 

of th ake th1~ks to himself. as he furtively shoves one of the clinging. dogs out 
qu . e way with his foot. that it isn't very likely. in the foce of the solitude and 
rn ~intness of this island. that Don and Susan ever will move back to the 
th~~ond. He hod realized this finally the day before. when they. all three and 
Und ogs. were out for a walk at a place called Gooseneck Beach. strolling 
rnul ~r the overhang of some immense cliffs striped in sandstone and 
e tcolo.red cloy. The waves rolled in mightily. driven by the steady push of the 

0 ~r ~ spring winds. and smashed on the huge bald rocks. shattering into geysers 
b 9 nting droplets like showers of broken gloss. Joke walked on ahead. head 
thent into the wind. and at one point wheeled around to yell something to 
w ern. He never did yell though - his hands were already up to his mouth. but his 
th:~. died in his throat. Susan and Don were a ways behind. in the lea of one of 
th . 19 rocks. standing in a sudden embrace. The sun just touched the tops of 

eir heads, and the whole scene looked to Joke like the cover off one of his 
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sister Ruthie's romance novels. "Nuts," Jake muttered. and glumly stuffed his 
hands in his pockets. shuffling ahead through the cold sand. 

He had been running with the dogs along the foamy edge of the sea - the 
tide was advancing, and he realized that if he didn't return soon to where he 
had come from. he would be caught by the time and the water - trapped • os 
anything is when it steals its way into a scenario where it does not truly belo~g. 
With the sight of the secret embrace seared onto his mind, filled with a long1nJ 
and hopelessness he rarely allowed himself to feel. he had wheeled aroun ~ 
jogging back to where Don stood with his arm around Susan's waist. squinting 

0 

a flock of terns who shtilled and skimmed above the green water. Jake wo~ 
distant and morose after that. leaving off his boy-at-the-beach cheeriness on 
lapsing into a typical adolescent funk. 

So really. Jake is almost glad to 90 now - certainly tired, nearly exhausted 
with willing himself five years younger. and exhausted too with searching for 

0 

corner in their lives in which he will comfortably fit . He follows Susan through the 
door out into the yard. and the bright sun hurts his eyes, as if he has bee~ 
wakened from a deep sleep. She had planted stubby lilacs here severo 
summers ago, and now, finally. they are beginning to bloom by the back stepd 
sh!:jl!:j and stubbornl!:I opening into mirloture bunches of pearl!:! lavender on h 
white. In the yard of the old house. Jake remembers. there were ancient Fren~ 
lilacs, groaning with blooms this time of !:lear - Susan would break off armloo s 
of wet branches in the morning. clumping them together in cracked antique 
pitchers around the house. The heav!:l deep purple heads nodded over t_he 
sides of their containers, filling the rooms insistently with overpowering 
sweetness. Jake had come to associate the scent of lilacs with an old memory· 
of sitting. perched on a stool in the corner while she cooked, back when he was 
small enough to fit on it without his knees touching his chin. 

Susan opens the back door of the car to throw in his dufflebag. and calls \
0 

him, exasperated - "Jake! Run upstairs, will you, and get my cigarette case? Its 
on the little table by the bed." He leaves his camera and raincoat on the groS~· 
and walks quickly through the silent living-room and up the staircase to t~~

1
; 

bedroom. a room that used to be the attic. used mostly for storage. It hos JU 
recently been finished off. finally, and Jake has only peeked furtively up the 
stairs. Susan and Don both have told him. more than once. to go up and hove 

0 

look. but he has. until now. somehow avoided it, demurring nonchalantly. feign· 
ing disinterest. . 

So he is not thinking as he takes the stairs two at a time and trips. catching 
the toe of his sneaker on the edge of one of the steps. He con hear oon 
gunning the engine a little, and he tries to hurry. 

He finds himself in the bedroom, under the new skylight Don has spent 5~ 

much time installing. The late afternoon sun streams through the glass. ~n 
washes Jake in warmth. The white walls ore as chaste and clean as the outsid~ 
of a bleached seashell. Old paintings and prints of children as round on . 
translucent as cherubim, hang here and there in groups - children with moth~rs 
arms around them. naked babies with haloes of shining hair. A framed rubbing 
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of r 0 •nl:J stone, doted 1838. decorates the for wall, to one side of o mottled 
Wa

1
shstond mirror. It bears o heart- rending epitaph. and the indistinct imprint of 

o amb. 

1
1n the center of the room sits on undersized maple four-poster, built for 

:~ ler people in another time, like o grandma on turned spindly legs. The 
t~ ed flowery patchwork that covers it rounds innocently over the two pillows at 

e head, where the sun pools gently. 

1
• Joke is entirely unprepared for his reaction. He stands defenseless in the 

~un_,ght, and feels himself port of o post he knows but hos never lived. Suddenly t rs the child who fits snugly between them in the bed that is too small. who 
~ rn~s two-fisted to her worm body. who feels the man's heat against his bock. 
t~r J~st the smallest fraction of time. he is on infont again, rocked to oblivion by 
the rrse and foll of the man's chest, by Susan's soft breath in his hair. He is in 
sk el~ and of them, belonging where he con never be. in this room, under the 

Y rght and the stars. 

b Silently. he tokes the cigarette case from the tabletop and bocks. not 
reathin f . . g. out o the room, as rf someone hod dred. 

J k On the ride back to the mainland, behind a window of the churning ferry. 
fa e Watches the sun finally extinguish itself, and the burnished fades gradually 
t~

0
~ _the sky. The island and harbor from which he hos come grow smaller, and 

b e rghts on the shore begin to blink in the distance as it darkens overhead and 
:comes night. Jake leans his head on the smudgy windowpane. and rests one 
~ eek, then the other, against the gloss to cool them. He has told Don and 
ttan that he imagines he will be really busy as the weather gets wormer. and wt he doesn't know exactly when he'll see them again. that he'll coll soon. 
J ken Don stepped towards him at the dock for the customary good-bye hug. 

0
° ; swung his dufflebag between them and bocked away a step. filling the 

s ~/ard gap with conversation. "Well. hey thanks for a great weekend." he'd 
a, rn on adolescent monotone. "I'll see you later. O.K.?" 

J k Th~ wind is coming up, pushing the chugging boot towards the mainland. 
a e thrnks that it really is time to go home. 

Meredith Holford 

I lJ u 
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